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Lyrics

Quatrain I (I)

Awake! for Morning in the Bowl of Night 
Has flung the Stone that puts the Stars to Flight: 
And Lo! the Hunter of the East has caught 
The Sultan's Turret in a Noose of Light.

Quatrain XI (2,6)

Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough, 
A Flask of Wine, a Book of Verse — and Thou 
Beside me singing in the Wilderness —
And Wilderness is Paradise enow.

Quatra i n XLV I (3)

For in and out, above, about, below,
'Tis nothing but a flagic Shadow-show 
Play'd in a E!ox whose Candle is the Sun, 
Round which we Phantom Figures come and go.

Quatrain LXIX (4)

Indeed the Idols I have loved so long 
Have done my Credit in Men's Eye much wrong: 
Have drown'd my Honour in a shallow Cup,
And sold my Reputation for a Song.

Quatrain LXXI I (5)

Alas, that Spring should vanish with the Rose! ? 
That Youth's sweet-scented Manuscript should close! j 
The Nightingale that in the Branches sang, r:! 
Ah, whence, and whither flown again, who knows! , J

Quatrain LXXIV (7) I

Ah, hfoon of my Delight, who know'st no wane, j
The Moon of Heav'n is rising once again: ^
How oft hereafter rising shall she look 
Through this same Garden after me — in vain!

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, trans. Edward Fitzgerald (first edition)
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DEFIiJITION five, book V—real?

The Greek word Spoa (of which horizon is a cognate) generally means 
the outlined boundary, the limit or the definition of any given thing.
If a definition can be taken to mean the outlined boundary of a given thing 
(which it includes, as different from anything which is excluded), then 
it seems that Euclid’s definition 5, Book V, is not a definition. It 
does not appear to tell us about the boundaries of "same ratio", but 
instead the definition gives a way to prove whether certain magnitudes 
could be said to be in the same ratio (for example, IBook VI, proposition I). 
In this way, the definition is "operational". Whether it is something 
more than just operational is what I will discuss in this paper.

iv Tt^ aixu) Xdyw peyfen X^yeTai e^vax irptoxov 
In the same ratio magnitudes are said to be first

irpSo dedxepov Kal xpfxou irp&a xfxapxov <^xav 
to second and third to fourth, whenever

xol xoO upwxou Ka.\ xp\xou \aaicxa iroXXaTrXaaxa 
the the first and third any equal equimultiples

xtjv xoO 5euxfpou xex($pxov \0aKia ixoXXairXaafuv 
the the second and fourth any equal equimultiples

Kae"* (^TToxovoOv TToXXaTrXaaxaapSv ^Kdtxepou
accordingly of what kind so ever equimultiples each

^KQxepou i^pa tSirepfxnj (^ya Vaa
each or simultaneous exceed or simultaneous equal to

(^ya ^XXefTTnj Trn(|>EUxa KaxSXXpXa
simultaneous less than taken in according order.

Trans I at ion:

In the same ratio, magnitudes are said to be the first to the second 
and the third to the fourth, when, if any equimultiples v/hatsoever be 
taken of the first and the third and any equimultiples v/hatsoever of 
the second and fourth, the form.er equimultiples simultaneously exceed, 
are simultaneously equal to or simultaneously fall short of the latter 
equimultiples respectively taken in corresponding order.

Euclid's choice of words is interesting here. iJotice that in the 
first sentence he did not simply use the third prs. pi. pres. ind. of 
e\y i •

xQ auxc^ X6y(^ yeyfOn e(ax 
In the same ratio magnitudes are...

But instead he used tv/o verbs — the present infinitive of e\yi,and the 
third prs. sing. pres. ind. pass, of x€yu*

l;v X(^ aixc^ X6y(^ yeyeGn X^yexax e\^vai 
in the sarre ratio nagnitudes are said to be...



Definition 20, Book VII Definition 5, Book V

(Three possibilities for 
proportionaIity.)

(Given any four magnitudes.)

a. Same multiple 
na:a: :nc;c

If when:
ma nb, me nd

b. Same part 
a:na::c:nc

and when:
ma=nb, mc=nd

c. Same parts 
ms:ns::mt:nt

and when:
ma nb, me nd

Then:
A:B: :C:D

We have eome across this before in Euclid's definitions, which suggests 
that he defines in two different ways — those things that are and those 
things that are said to be. For an example, let us look at definition 
20 of Book VII where "Numbers are proportional" and compare it to Definition 
5 of Book V, where "in the same ratio magnitudes are said to be";

Definition 20:

ipiGyot ivdXoydv . e\aiv (fxav S irpClToa 
Number proportionate are , whenever the first

ToO 6euT£pou <a\ 6 Tpttoa xoO xExdtpxou laoKia
(to) the second and the third (to) the fourth any equal

iroXXairXSaioa ?i x5 aJixo vi€poa x& aixcl p€pn 2baiv 
is multiples or the same part or the same parts are.

Translation:

Numbers are proportional when the first is the same multiple, or 
the same part, or the same parts, of the second that the third Is of 
the fourth.

Though both of these definitions are concerned with same ratio 
(or proportion) — one of magnitudes and the other of numbers — why 
is it that one is said to be while the other is? The reason is that 
Definition 20 of Book VII is concerned only with the COi'MENSURABLE 
numbers, while Definition 5 of Book V Is concerned with the INCOMMEN
SURABLE magnitudes as well as with the COMMENSURABLE ones.



Since Definition 5 takes care of both the incommensurable and com
mensurable magnitudes, it seems as though Definition 20 is subsumed in 
It. It is possible to prove and it has been proved I that if proportionality 
holds between four magnitudes in terms of Definition 20, Book VII, the 
relation between the equimultiples of these magnitudes also hold in terms 
of Definition 5, Book V. In the case of incommensurable magnitudes, 
the equality between the equimultiples could not be established — only 
the greater and less relations can be.^ Hence, Definition 5 extends the 
realm of proportionality between commensurable magnitudes to the incomm
ensurable by using the relation of greater or less between the equimultiples 
and omitting the equality not obtainable for incommensurable magnitudes. 
Given this, the magnitudes are said to be in the same with justification 
derived from the relations of equimultiples obtainable from Definition 
20, Book VII, where proportionalities being is defined.

Definition 20 in the Aristotelian terms is unquestionably "real". The 
relations derived from it between the equimultiples is unquestionably 
real. It is the genius of Definition 5, Book V, to use this real derived 
property "to say": (I) when the commensurable magnitudes "are" in pro
portion, knowing beforehand that the relationship of equality is unob
tainable here. At the same time, this very equality is implied in Defi
nition 20, Book Vil. it says what proportionality is in terms of the same 
multiple, part or parts. The relationship of equality is completely 
determined, whereas the retationships of greater than and less 
than are undetermined because they do not precisely say how big (example: 
equal) or how much bigger or how much smaller. Hence, on the basis of 
this lack of precision, one cannot say "equaI Iy" well what the propor
tionality for the incommensurable magnitude is..

1. This proof is included, in Mr. W. Smith’s paper on Book V of 
EucIid for freshman math tutors.

2. Mr. Smith assumes that equality can be a relation between incommen
surable magnitudes. In the following proof, I have shown that this cannot

be the case.

Given a and b, two incommensurable magnitudes, and m and n any 
pair of numbers, I say that ma cannot equal nb, for, if not, ma=nb.

Therefore, a/n = b/m, or a and b have the same part (a/n or b/m).

Therefore, a and b are commensurable, but they are given as incom
mensurable.

Therefore, ma does not equal nb.



On the quiet afternoons of winter
When the rabbitbrush blossoms again with snow
I walk from window to window ,
Looking for some change
In the east a last wave of pigeons
Tilts in unison on wings suddenly white
In the ebbing light and falls
To perch on the stuccoed walls of Christo Rey

South the corn stalls stand bleached gray 
Everything is dead It seems 
Eustaquio is in his house 
Weighing his age, hand on hand on cane 
Waiting to see if he will see another garden grow 
Old man of unfinishing stories, last summer’s scarecrow 
King of beans and chiles, killing weeds with a glance 
From his sovereign sleeping eyes

To me he spoke of rich ladies and bees 
He gave me apricots and corn pollen 
Now he sits at his window 
Looking for some change too 
He will not tell me whether we look the same way



Brightly forming in charred caverns: 
visions of past possibility 
in repressive shades

Violent hues
plunging through darkness

Glimmers in consciousness 
lost like a star at sunrise

Reality cascades:
a pool of fantasy
what has been assumed
becomes what needs no assumption
a granted moment
time afloat in space
moved only by the wind of realization

The Hangman "There’s a valentine then, 
and cards and letters, 
magazines and brown packages..."

Animate suspension,
incarnate pretension;
the temporaI circle
draws perimeters around the thought.

These slip shyly from
her hands to their own
places; all in their proper nooks.

An execution of infinity: 
time's partition 
no extension.

The town she knows by 
the post office flow, 
the senders by their handwriting.



An ellipse may be constructed by essentially the same method (Prop. 54, 
Book I) Apollonius uses to construct the hyperbola. Following Apollonius' 
ellipse construction, first consider the case where the transverse side AB 
exceeds the upright side BC. Refer to figure #1.

Erecting any circle, perpendicular to the plane of reference, with 
chord AB, let KE be drawn^perpendicular to AB, bisecting AB. Let AB:BC :: 
KEiKM. Then .<lEFB = 1/2 EM or ^BFN = 1/2 EM, and Z.EFA = 1/2 1e. There
fore ^EFA = ^BFN. Further, ^EFA = ^FXB and <iBFN = ^BFX, so that ^FXB
= ^BFX and FX = FB. From the point in proposition 54 where it is estab
lished that FX = FB, that proof is virtually Identical with the one Intended 
here. The letters are the same so it is easy to follow and there is no need 
to reproduce the argument.

To compare this method (54) as it applies to each curve, let the upright 
side of the hyperbola be less than its transverse side so that the ellipse 
may be on equal footing with its counterpart. Now (figure //2) AB may be a 
diameter of circle AEB. Points for the ellipse are capitals; for the hyper
bola, small letters. With everything else remaining the same, it is clear 
that an hyperbola is generated when e is on the opposite side of diameter AB
from II, and an ellipse results V7hen E is on the same side.

A similar change in attack makes construction of the hyperbola possible 
using Apollonius' method for the ellipse, if we follow proposition 56 but 
making BX = AC and (figure #3) extending XO away from D instead of towards 
it. It is easy to show that here also AB;AC :: DEtEF. Further, since Z.AFD 
«= CDFB and DF is parallel to Gh, FGH = ^iiFHG and FG = FH. Once this is 
shown in 56, the proofs are the same and it would again be superfluous to 
include the rest here.

Again, for comparison, requiring AC to be less than AB for both curves,
AB may be the diameter of the circle (figure #4), and it becomes clear that 
when AX = AC and 0 is on the same side of Diameter AB as D an ellipse appears, 
and when bx = ac and 0 is on the other side we find an hyperbola.

It is obvious that the methods, if the ellipse's transverse-upright re
lationship requirement is ignored, are interchangeable for producing the 
curves. One x^onders if the methods are really different. I find them to be 
nearly the same, for in the case of the ellipse, method 56 produces line DE 
divided at F such that ABsAC DE:FE, while method 54 produces line EN divi
ded at F so that ABiBC :: ENiFN. If the two lines are shown to coincide, the 
proofs are the same since they are identical following the establishment of 
these two lines. They do so coincide, for (see figure #5: method 54 points 
in small letters, 56 in capitals) AB:AX :: AD:AO ke:km, so that Om is par
allel to AB making the point F of 54 coincident with f of 56. A slightly al
tered argument establishes the same thing for the 54 and 56 methods of hyper
bola construction.

Thus the methods are the same, and if they are said to be different, the 
speaker must be referring to the difference in transverse-upright relationship 
requirements. This difference is the reason for proposition 57. The problem 
comes from the fact that an ellipse can never be cut out of a right cone, 
which both methods 54 and 56 generate, so that its parameter exceeds its 
diameter. This is revealed upon a moments reflection on proposition 13.
Thus, if a method is desired that unconditionally is applicable to both curves, 
it must be capable of generating oblique cones, as these are the only ones 
that allow the cutting plane to produce an ellipse with parameter greater than 
diameter.
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I sleep in hope that I might know 
where sigh might sweI I, or ever will 
in time, or p lace...

archangel and angel of night, 
wings conjoined in singular flight, 
bring swift all manner of breath; 
one gift, one gift unwanted.

black angel and angel of white 
tremble to earth in still-sworn light 
perhaps a dream on eyelids brushed, 
perhaps a word not known 
perhaps only perhaps

I sleep in hope that I might know 
soft encroaching death, so still so.



WIMMUN

I. This Hand For Mine

forced most likely not 
though asking rightly so

this wanting heart
these gentle fingers bright to band

with eye, lip, and soft-felt thigh where hand...

2. Thrush

wet feather, bright beak 
flutter close to browneye—

ye whisperwing 
ye warm
ye tremblin’ bless, speak 

to land-1 egged naked-wing.

3. She

she,
wi Id-lash
and leapin' glinteye

creek in grass— 
cut fresh 'n sweep 
quick claspin' stem 
o’ them that cling

t’ shore 
that stale.

4. Lady Si I vers I ip

th’ rain she fail 
mos’ brightly fast—

wheelin' gleam fer puddlemirth

(stroke pine tongue 
t'wards resinword 
fer ole hungrynose)

Oh sweet, 'n sweet, 'n leap ye lady legs 
fer sister sky she smile 
t' brother waitin' thirstyearth—

laughin' now mos' brightly fast.



We use the symbols; 1, 2, 3....  (and the names; one, two, three.... )
in tiiTo different ways and distinguish between their usage by calling them 
cardinal or ordinal (counting) numbers accordingly.

The symbols 1, 2, 3....  are called cardinal numbers when they are used
to designate "how many" elements are in a given collection (set) of things.
Thus, if we have 10 apples, 10 is used as a cardinal number denoting what is 
called the "cardinality" of the set, i.e. "how many" apples are in the set.
In seeking a definition of the cardinal numbers, however, we must recognize 
their independence from the nature of the elements of any particular set; 
apples, for example. For we can just as easily have 10 chairs, or books, or 
pencils. "Cardinality" is something common to all finite sets. Consequently, 
the definition of any cardinal number in terms of a particular set of objects, 
say apples, would be inadequate.

If we disregard the nature of a set's various elements, however, and re
tain only their distinguishability from each other, we obtain a finite set of 
"contentless" elements which can serve as a "model set". A cardinal number 
can then be defined so as to denote a unique model set. Any set of things is 
then to be given, as the determination of its cardinality, that cardinal num
ber which belongs to the model set whose elements can be placed in one-to-one 
correspondence with the elements of said set of things. It should be recog
nized that the cardinality of any finite set remains always the same, even if 
the order of its elements is changed. It is for this reason that the cardin
al numbers are defined independently of order.

Every finite collection will then be associated with one and only one 
cardinal number and X'jhether or not a set of objects is to have a given cardin
al number can always be determined by the ability or the inability of its ele
ments to stand in one-to-one correspondence with the "contentless" elements 
of the model set associated with that number.

Given any particular cardinal number, and thus the model set which it 
represents, and any finite set of things, we can always determine whether or 
not it is the cardinal number of that set. We would find it difficult, how
ever, to determine just what the cardinal number of any particular set of ob
jects V7as. For the set of cardinal numbers is Infinite, so that there v/otild 
be an infinite number of different model sets which could be tested for one- 
to-one correspondence with any particular set of things. Consequently, we 
replace this method for determining the cardinal number of any finite set V7ith 
that of counting its elements and so arrive at our second usage of the symbols 
1, 2, 3....

As we have found that the cardinal numbers are distinguished by the model 
sets with which they are associated, so V7ill we find the ordinal numbers to be 
distinguished by the order in which they are placed. And as the "contentless" 
elements as well as the model sets of the cardinals have been defined without 
reference to order, so shall the ordinals lack any reference to finite model 
sets.

When we "count" a set of objects, say the apples in our bag, we place that
set in one-to-one correspondence with the symbols 1, 2, 3.... These symbols,
like the elements of the model sets of the cardinals are "contentless", each 
possessing only distinguishability from all others. Their correspondence, how
ever, occurs in a very particular way. We always associate 1 with the first 
apple, 2 with the next and 3 with next, etc. The order with which we take the 
apples from the bag or point to them as we count them is unimportant as long as we are careful not to count the same apple twice.^ The order v/ith which
we take the symbols 1, 2, 3..... however, is essential to our "counting" of
the apples. Not only do V7e have to avoid using the same symbol twice, but we



must use 2 only after 1 and 3 only after 2, etc. If the S3mibols were related 
to the apples in any other way, the counting would be meaningless. It is the
order, then, in which we take the symbols 1, 2, 3.... which distinguishes
them as the ordinal or counting numbers.

Still, our aim in counting is to determine ''how many" objects there are 
in any particular collection. I-Je desire the "cardinal number" of the set and 
not merely the relation of its elements to an ordered set of "contentless" 
s5nnbols. If we ordered the set of cardinal numbers with some rule, say great
er and less, we could then associate the cardinals, in that order, with the 
elements of any particular set and give the set that cardinal number which 
corresponded to that element of the set which V7e count last.

This is, indeed, a feasible method and its result could be verified by 
the test of one-to-one correspondence that we mentioned earlier. The only 
objection to this method is that it is not, in fact, what we do v/hen we count. 
VJhen we point to the fifth apple and say ’’five”, we are not referring to car
dinality. Five is indeed the cardinal number of the set of apples consisting 
of that fifth apple and the four which preceded it, but not of the individual 
apple which we are pointing to when we say "five". If we were concerned with 
the cardinality and pointed to any single object, even if it is the fifth, we 
would^^be forced to say "one". We must conclude, therefore, that when we say 
five and point to the fifth apple, v/e are not using 5 as a cardinal number.

How is it then, that we are able to determine by counting "how many" ob
jects are in a given collection?

It is the order of the counting numbers which makes this distinction poss
ible. For their order is such that each counting number defines a finite set 
consisting of itself and all those counting numbers which preceded it. Each 
of these sets, which we shall call ordinal sets, can then be placed in one-to- 
one correspondence with one and only one of the model sets represented by the 
cardinal numbers.

But how has this helped us? There is no reason to suppose that the fin
ite model set associated with a particular symbol v/ill stand in one-to-one 
correspondence with the ordinal set defined by that S37mbol. Again we are 
left V7lth an infinite number of finite model sets to test.

It is the case, however, that the ordinal set defined by any number sym
bol alxrays stands in one-to-one correspondence with the model set reuresented 
by that set. But why should this be the case?

The elements of the model sets of the cardinals have been shox-7n to be 
contentless and without order. Our ordinal sets, on the other hand, though 
defined by a particular ordinal (and thus by the order of the counting numbers) 
were able to bridge the gap between the ordinals and the cardinals not by vir
tue of the order of their "contentless" elements, but by the ability of these 
elements to stand in one-to-one correspondence with those of particular fin
ite model sets. Thus, the only distinction left between the model sets and 
the ordinal sets is the order of the elements of the ordinal set. As this 
order is abstracted out, hovjever, V7hen the set is formed, there is really no 
distinction left between them. It is only reasonable, then, that we acknoX'/- 
ledge the ordinal sets to be the model sets of the cardinal numbers. This 
would explain not only the coincidence of their symbols, but also our inabil- 
iby to distinguish the model sets from the ordinal sets on any other grounds 
and our ability to count a set of things in order to determine "hov7 many" 
elements are contained in the set, i.e. the cardinality of the set.

Thus, we mean by the counting numbers the system of "contentless" elements 
which are symbolized as 1,2,3.... .and X'/hich are ordered in such a way that the 
successor of 1 is 2, the successor of 2 is 3, and so on. We have shoxm that



the cardinal numbers require the ordinal numbers for their definition and that 
the ordinals are, consequently, prior to the cardinals.

II

Although the ability to count is ''the simplest arithmetic act" in the 
sense that all of mathematics can be reduced to theorems concerning the or
dinal numbers, the ordinals themselves are not simple. Dedekind, in his es
say The Nature and Meaning of Numbers, has reduced the ordinal numbers to the 
concept of one-to-one correspondence. This final section will attempt a brief 
sketch of the essentials of this essay with respect to Dedekind's definition 
of the ordinal numbers.

A transformation 0 is any rule whereby a system (set) is placed in rela
tion to another system denoted by 0 (S) or S'. The transformation 0 is deter
mined by two things: the character of the set 0 (S) which acts as the trans
form set and by the rule of correspondence betv/een the set transformed and the 
transform set. If the transform set is such that each of the elements are ele
ments of the set transformed as well, then 0 is said to be a transformation of 
a system itself.

We will designate by the name of chain any part (subset) K of a system S 
such that when the system S is transformed in itself by a transformation 0, K 
is transformed in itself also. It should be recognized that whether or not K 
is a chain is determined solely by the nature of the transformation 0 of the 
system S in itself, for it is the transformation 0 which v/ill determine both 
the transform set and the rule of correspondence. The chain of an element k 
is defined as the intersection of all those chains of which k is an element 
and this we will denote by k .

A transformation 0 can be either dissimilar or similar. It is dissimilar 
when the correspondence is many-to-one, so that a single element of the trans
form set can correspond to more than one element of the set transformed. The 
transformation is similar when the correspondence is one-to-one, so that to 
every element of the set transformed there corresponds a unique element of the 
transform set.

If the transformation 0 of a system is both similar and such that the 
transform set is a proper part of the set transformed, then the set trans
formed is an infinite system. When a system cannot stand in one-to-one corres
pondence with a proper part of itself, it is said to be finite.

A system N is said to be simply infinite 
when there exists a similar transformation 
0 of N in itself such that N appears as 
chain of an element not contained in 0 (N).

That N appears as chain of the one and only element of N not contained in 
0 (N) requires that W be the only chain, in the system N, which contains that 
element. For if there were another chain, different from N, containing that 
element, i.e. a proper part of U, then the intersection of that other chain 
with the chain N would also be proper part of il and hence, W would not be 
chain of that element, which contradicts our definition. Thus, if we desig
nate that element not contained in 0 (N) by the symbol 1 and call this the 
base-element of N, then 1 (or the intersection of all those chains in the 
system W of which 1 is an element) is equivalent to the system W.

Dedekind then shows that the transformation 0 of a system so defined ia 
sufficient to order the elements of that system. The order which results is



such that I is the first or base-element, the transform of I, i.e. I', 
must then be the next term (the successor of I), the transform of I’,
1. e. I", must then be the next term (the successor of I'), and so on.
And because of the similarity of the transformation ^ which orders this 
system, the successor of every element must be unique.

If we disregard the natures of such a set's various elements, only 
retaining their distinguishabiIity and the successive order imposed on 
them by the transformation 0, we arrive at Dedekind's definition of the 
ordinal or counting-numbers. His "contentless" yet ordered elements 
clearly coincide with what v/e have defined in the first part of this
essay. We have only to denote his successive elements by the symbols i
2, 3... respectively. '

1. The notion of unity is retained, and though I recognize all its 
philosophical entanglements, I fearfully avoid discussing them in this 
paper.

2. It is oy virtue of an apple's correspondence ot the sym,boI I or 2 
or 3, etc., that it is called the "first" or the "second" or the "third" 
etc.

3. Dedekind, Essays on the Theory of Numbers, "The Nature and Mean inn 
of Numbers", ,'iew York, p. 67.



Upon a step she stood 
having druid eyes.
A blood stained oak, her thought 
branched through her lying hair. 
Gazed eager round her throat 
nine topaz citrus drops; 
her hand too still 
her mouth bright wet 
and will she ever come again 
to gain a sight of this.

She would have kissed his eyes
and drawn the life away
so sure and deadly
he would have loved like stone
and never risen up
again and never kissed in gift.

I watch that pool of hearts 
till she is Iifted up 
again. I do not care 
how his face might die 
if only he should love 
and look at me like that.

To Private Joan

Joan turning, 
with the red hair 
soundless hands for me

Silence, Joan, 
a church is not the same 
as this a grave 
is not the same as this.

An enforced kitchen quiet 
above enamel floor 
determined in the night 
grim pans explode and die 
their sound against the glass 
in the sink, unknown hands 
loud and red they wash 
sound to silence with a sound

Still Life

She and her sprung white socks, 
flesh, cotton, a clothed chair— 
practical, worn, invert, and quiet. 
Her legs askance, unravelled

Outside, the iron rain 
does not move.
It stands Iine on line 
cool thigh on thigh 
sated, thin, and dry



Morgue

Something in falling snow, 
in the fallen white word of winter 
takes conversation away, 
snuffed out in felted silence 
each word is spoken 
and drops in careful wrapped 
white unbroken parcels 
in the snow at my feet.
Each figure stands grey and somber 
hands hung at the side— 
fingers curve slightly in 
re I axed.

fatal bowl of roses 
shatter form away 
full b lown Iinger 
on pool of deep inlay

flower shiver-turn 
precarious photograph 
as petaI fall no leaf 
moves, no secret shadow 
stirs bound crystal flowers

In the rock cliffs,
huge angled faces,
features cleaved into plane stone.
They stare down on tangled construction 
as vast as they
of rounded sandstone shot with trees 
fallen from their cheeks and eyes,

Gods have been here once 
with their sandeled feet 
and hunting blades of iron,
I heard,
with their silver bows 
and grey and opal dogs.

From where I sit
here above the fall of rubble,
staring down to watch
where it flows to lap the meadows border; 
where, beyond a roadway 
rippling by its band of trees, 
another land of tilled fields 
and quiet water.

Gods

There is no one here 
among the rocks I am among.
If someone passed along the road, 
they would not see me.



PART ONE

Ilany fables provide a background for man's present state of hetero
sexuality. In the Bible and Plato's Symposium both, V7e are told that at 
one time man was whole, but then became two. Aristophanes claimed that 
the original human beings were split by the Gods to divide man's power, 
and prevent their rolling up and encroaching upon ITt. Olympus. This paper 
proposes that human being's, or any other species', proximity to the God's 
poxjer, immortality is increased when split sexuality becomes a character
istic quality.

There are three obvious stages in the progression towards split sex
uality. The initial stage is that of asexuality, where, in such one celled 
creatures as Chiamynomonas Ehrenbergii, reproduction is simply mitotic.
That is to say, an individual cell contributes its increment to the fol
lowing generation by merely dividing itself into tv70 identical cells. If 
we consider chromosomes as a series of locii for individual genes, or rather, 
trait-determiners, then the offspring each have a set of trait-determiners 
identical to those of the parent. This sort of reproductive function is to 
be labeled 'Type I.'

A second variety of reproductive function is arrived at if we pro
ceed from Chlamynomonas Ehrenbergii through to Volvox in the Volvox Series.
As creatures become multicelluar and thus acquire a greater degree of com
plication, member cells of a group begin to differentiate. One end result 
of this differentiation is the self-contained 'sexual' reproduction of the 
Volvox. In this example, both sorts of sex gametes are formed and ferti
lised within the Volvox's walls - the defined individual. The zygotes 
eventually form sub-colonies vjithin the individual parent, and are then 
released when the encompassing parent wall dissolves. We will label this 
hemaphroditic function as 'Type II.' Mendel's pea plants exemplify Type II.

The third form of sexuality manifests itself t7hen the hermaphrodite 
becomes further limited through its differentiation so that individuals 
produce only one kind of sexual gamete - male or female. This is accom
panied by the release of the sex gametes from the individual, that the 
gametes may fertilise or be fertilised by complemental gametes produced 
by other individuals of the species. This reproductive function, 'T3rpe III', 
is apparent in such species as Drophosilia. In retaining our continuity 
of demonstration of type within the Volvox Series, we imagine Type III 
occurring when individual Volvox's differentiated to such a degree that 
they could only produce one form of sex gamete.

PART WO

A clarification of the differences betvreen types I, II and III is 
acquired in an algebraic representation of the production of a second gen
eration from the first. In the following demonstration, a diploid nature 
will be assumed for all three types involved.^ In other words, for any given 
unique 'character-slot' of a creature, two complemental (haploid) trait- 
determiners exist, each on complemental chromosomes.

If we consider "A" to represent a 50% frequency of the (x/ild) normal 
trait-determiner, then a homologous wild individual's trait-determiner 
make-up for a specific character-slot may be expressed as (A + A). Sim- 
ilstly, a homologous mutant (non-wild) Individual is represented by (a + a),



and a heterozygous (hybrid) Individual by (A + a). Let 'p' represent the 
proportional frequency of (a + a) within a population, *q' represent (A + a), 
and 'r' represent (A + A).

The proportion of individuals in the parent generation is represented
by:

p of (a + a) ; q of (A + a) ; r of (A + A)

or

P : q : r

In the case of Type I, hoxi? could we express the derivation of the pro
portion of first generation individuals (p : q : r)? Since these cells sim
ply divide, always producing a constant k = 2 number of first generation in
dividuals from one parent generation individual,

‘ : kq ; kr

or

Pi 5 ^1 : 1^1 :: p : q ; r
In other words, the ratio of mutant homologous to hybrid to normal 

homologous in the first generation is the same as in the parent generation.
In the case of Type II, given p : q : r, and remembering the random 

mixture of meiotically reduced sex gametes within the individual, the pro
duction of the first generation may be expressed as:

[kp2 of (a + a)] + [kq2 (a + a)] + [kr^ of (A + A)]

Though k does not necessarily equal 2 for Type II, it does represent 
the average number of offspring produced by an individual, riendel demon
strates that the middle term in the expression above does not generate 
solely qjL individuals.If we expand (A + a)^,

(A + a)^ = AA + 2Aa + aa

This indicates that 25% of q offspring will probably appear in pj^,
50% will appear in q^, and 25% will be in r^^. With this adjustment.

Pi • Ql : ri :: k (4p + q) : k2q : k (4r + q)

or

Pi 5 * ^1 •• q)
With Type III regeneration, the individuals of p, q, and r are non-

sexual, so that gametes from an individual randomly mix with all the gametes
of the population. Thus, as Hardy demonstrates,^ the production of the 
first generation by the parent generation is seen as.



k(p + 2q + r)^ 

or
(p + 2q + r)^

Here, the frequency of (A + a) in the parent generation is repre
sented by 2q in place of q. IJe may derive the first generation by expanding 
the expression above. Because k is distributed among all the terms, it will 
not affect the first generation proportions to drop out k.

(p + 2q + r)^ = [(p + q) + (q + r)]^

“ (P + q)^ + 2 (p + q) (q + r) + (q + r)^

« p^ + 4pq + 4q^ + 4qr + 2pr + r^

Before we decide which portions of this expression will generate 
either p^^, 2q , or r , we must understand several terms v/e have not yet 
dealt with. These terms are pq, qr, and pr.

We proceed:

pq = (a + a) (A + a)

*= 2Aa + 2aa

Thus, 50% of a pq cross will generate into p,, and 50% will generate2qj^. ^

qr = (A + a) (A + A)

® 2AA + 2Aa

Thus, 50% of a qr cross will generate into 2q2, and 50% will generate 
into rj^.

pr » (a + a) (A + A)

® 4Aa

Thus, 100% of a pr cross will generate into 2qj^.
Synthesizing these points and the previous demonstration concerning 

q for Type II, we may proceed V7ith the separating of the components above;
?! • Ap*! • (A*!^ Am + Aq^2pr). : (r^ + ^qr +.Aq^)

2 4 2 2 2 2 4

(p^ + 2pq + q2) ; (2q^ + 2pq + 2qr + 2pr) : (r^ + 2qr + q^)

(p + q)^ : 2 (p + q) (q + r) : (q + r)^



PART THREE
How would we come to consider a regenerative function more 'immortal' 

than another? Perhaps we should first define immortality. We would not 
define immortality as "the ability to continue without changing", but, in 
reference to the struggle for existence, as "the ability to cope v/ith a 
changing environment". The function that could maintain the greatest num
ber of separate answers to an environmental challenge is that best able to 
make advantage of random mutation. On the one hand, the 'ideal' function 
should possess the capability of continued phenotypic appearance of mutated 
and normal trait-determiners, and on the other hand, a capacity for main
taining that capability constantly.

Let us summarize the results of the previous section;

for Type I, Pj|^ : ; r :; p : q : r

for Type II, : r? (4p + q) : 2q : (4r + q)
for Type III, p^ ; 2q^ ; r^ ;; (p + q)^ ; 2 (p + q) (q + r) : (r + q)^

As can be seen in Type I, p^, q and r are completely independent of 
each other. If any one of the three terms were to become equal to zero, or 
vjere zero initially, it woxild remain so. An emergence of, or change in, any 
given term, does not affect and cannot be compensated for by any of the other 
terms. The proportions in this system are comoletely dependent upon random 
mutation.

But in Type II, the middle term q is constantly generating all the 
terms of the next generation. This increases the probability of a continual 
manifestation of the (a + a) and (A + A) segments of the population. In 
other words, the existence of the p and r segments of the population are 
continually reaffirmed, not only through p and r, but by q also. There is 
a problem with the Type II function, though. The q portion of the popula
tion dwindles in proportion to the other terms, p. and r.. This Implies 
that the incrementive ability that q generates for p^ ana r becomes propor
tionally less and less, Tlendel noted this tendency whereby the hybrid por
tion of a species' population tends to dvjindle in proportion to the pure 
genotypes. His prediction, based on a narent generation xjhere p = 0, q = 1, 
and r = 0, is that;

Pi 2 % • :5 (2n - 1) : 2 ; (2n - 1)
In this expression n = generation number. This is a specific sample 

of our general Type II function.
In Type III, however, 2qj^ is not isolated as in Type II. Both p and r 

generate 2qj^. Therefore, any regeneration will "bolster up" all three of 
the next generation s terms. We xjonder, is this "bolstering" in any way un
iform? In other vrords, though Type III, as Type II, is able to generate p-. 
and out of q, is it able to maintain that ability, in terms of q, , as 
constant?

In the Type III regenerative expression, q^^^ p r, . We know then, 
that, given any parent generation p : 2q : r, this equality will express 
another relationship betxijeen Pi » 2q , and r . How does this affect pass
age from the first generation to the second? We know that;



Pz ‘ ^^2 ’ ^2 '* * 2 (p^ + q^) (q^ + r^) ; (q^ +
:: (Pj^2 + 2p^q^ + q^2) . 2 (p^q^ + q^2 + + p^r^)

; (qj^2 + 2qj^rj^ + r^2)
OBut, since q^^^ »

■■ (Pi^ + ■*■ Pi^i^ • 2 (P, q, + q.^ + q r. + q, ^) : (p, r + 2r q + r^)
X XX ix lx 1 11 1 11 11 1

" (P^ + 2q^ + Tj^) ; 2qj^ (p^^ + 2q^ + r^) ; r^ (p^ + 2qj^ + r^)
;; Pj^ 5 2qj^ ; r^

So,

P2 ; 2q2 : r^ :: P^ : 2q^ : r^
The second generation proportion is similar to the first generation 

proportion. The relationship of 2q2 to P2 and r2 is no longer a lessening 
one, as in Type II, but is reciprocally maintained by the crossing of p^ 
and r^ terns. Type III has assumed the capability of Type II to generate 
homologous (A) and (a) individuals, but, in addition. Type III has the 
quality of constantly maintaining that capability through regeneration of 
the heterozygous individuals. Type III is our "ideal regenerative function", 
that takes advantage of random mutation, and retains the advantage.

PART FOUR
The prime interest of this paper has been, and is, the phenomena of 

sexuality, not the efficient causes. This is not to be ignored, however.

The object of analysis, in biological, as in 
physico-chemical science, is to determine and 
isolate the conditions governing the occurence 
of each phenomena.

We pay brief attention to Hr. Bernard's maxim. To avoid some sort 
of teleological answer, we must propose a circumstance whereby the diff
erent types of sexuality could have become manifest and prevalent in the 
species.

We might imagine the circumstance of correlative variation, in Dar
win s terms, or, in more modern terms, the circumstance of chromosomally 
linked double mutations, as that which would enable these progressions in 
sexuality. A mutation that controlled an enzyme leading to reproductive 
faculty may have been accompanied, on the same chromosome, by a mutation 
that vjas essentially advantageous to the species at that time. Though the 
sexual mutation is not essentially advantageous, but advantageous only in 
terms of its distribution of other mutations, as this other linked mutation 
becomes prevalent, so would the sexual mutation, which, again, in turn 
would increase the prevalence of the essentially advantageoiis mutation.

Though Aristophanes may have been correct in observing man's des
cendance from a hermaphrodite, he was incorrect in assuming this weakened 
man. If anything, the split men were able then to form one large circle 
with which to storm immortal Olympus.
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I

The Livln* Day Iights

Took such a shine
Candle flame froze stiff 

Gotta get thawed down some
' In you gon pinch the wick?

But the western wind done held up all the sun 
Risin’ like day breaks out even'n don jus come

Spit so like fire
Never make no ground 

Gotta damp that shaft 'n
Yo ash gone alI haul down?

But the western wind done alI held up the sun 
Sett in’ like night falls to morn'n don jus come

Struck blind as blazes
Dumb as mine discharge 

Gonna blow the fuse 'n
Get yo greatgranchile see stars? 

But the western wind all done held up the sun 
Broke as wind fails and deathblows still don jus come.



Her intimate things, her tapestry of care 
and soft concerns were now as literal 
as table flowers in the window light.
And there were rooms adjoining where I am, 
rooms and labyrinthine ways which lead 
each to its own peculiar quietness.

My father William T. Perry was born 
in Vigo County, Indiana, September 23rd, i843, 
and my mother Julia Gross was born 
in the same county in 1848.
Father was a union soldier in the civil war 
and once he was captured by the confederates 
and confined for a time in the Libby prison.
My parents were married at a big celebration 
on July 4th, 1866 near Middletown, Indiana.
I was born September 7th, 1867.

We left there in covered wagons.
It was a hard trip for mother
with the baby Aldora, Clarence Vigo 3 years,
Sabina 6, John Cameron 5 
and myself only 8 years old.
At Hays father traded a horse 
for shoes for us chiIdren.
In 1873 my mother succumbed to the hardships
and privations of that life and died,
leaving six children, the youngest only 10 months old.

Our seed is formed an austere taut design 
burnt in the earth, and being in the earth 
the inert law lay consumate with all 
the sudden vastness which is prairie... 
bluestem grass across the flat dry dirt 
speckled through with smaller summer flowers 
stretching equidistant every way 
to the enormous sky. The meadowlark 
is motionless, her songform being filled 
with this immensity.



A strange little man dressed in homespun
John knelt to pray 3 times every day
on the open prairie, regardless of the weather..
near cemetery hill at sunrise,
along the railroad right-of-way at midday,
and past the westend of town at dusk.
Horrigan appeared in Ellis in 1870
having no known ties, his exact age undetermined
In the civil war he was a teamster
for General Logan. Though he never enlisted
the corded hat he wore was part
of a soldier's uniform. As he prayed
John would place the hat in front of him.
Those who saw noticed he would drop something in 
and take it out during this time, 
but no one ever got close enough 
to see what it was.
Many were curious why
he lived his Iife of solitary prayer.
Faced with occasional questions as to his reason 
John maintained a fragile indifference.
His crudely made clothing seem too large for him

A leaf of faded newsprint now detached
from the day of its delivery,
and strayed along the fences and the streets
past rooms and parks and silent public buildings
might stay somewhile in a vacant space.
Mingled there with weeds and old boards 
our cipher speech, our diagrams 
brush near the pinburst of a thistle flower. 
Thought softness and chill precision 
of lines from the stem to form a sphere 
can dissolve the grammar of the mind.
Our voice in darkness not explicable...

Or again, as a windseed parted 
from its root, his age set him adrift 
about the city. The spirit of this man 
surrounded by commercial signs and held 
in traffic lights, deranged a memory 
of loveliness where once he had been lost 
like a wild rabbit caught, transfixed 
by headlights on a lonely section road 
can hear in her paralysis the daybreak.



DERIVATION

This derivation was originally a note written to Ms. Verratti as 
my junior math tutor, following an unsuccessful attempt In class. It 
seemed to me to be an elegant and eminently worthwhile reduction of 
Newton’s Book I, Section ill. Propositions II, 12, and 13; six pages 
brought down to nine lines. (I), known indifferently as the conser
vation of "areal velocity" or "angular momentum", is true of all cen
tral forces and can be found in some form in any discussion of them, 
as for example Book I, Section II, Proposition I, Theorem I; the dot
simply means "the derivative with respect to time of ___ ". (2) will
be found in any high school analytic geometry text; it is the polar 
expression of a conic with one focus at the origin. The small arrows 
indicate vectors, the carat signs mean "in the direction of". Mathe
maticians will note that I have ignored the multiplicative constants 
1/2 in (I) and -I (before e) in (2); physicists may observe that I 
should have ignored the almost equally irrelevant combinations of 
constants, as "kCe" in (3) and past. My k is twice as big as yours 
and my e is negative and I’m interested in the combinations of con
stants and it’s my derivation, so leave it alone!

(1) d Area/dt : r^0 = k CNewton l/ll/l/G

(2) l/r = C (I t e COS0) Cstandard form]

(3) (-l^r^) r = 0 + Ce (-sin6^) <9 = Ce(-si n (9) k/r^ = (-1/r ^ )kCesi n G Cl ,2] 
or r = kCe sin^r (radial velocity)

* A 'a
(4) = *r*= kCe cosQ^r = (k^Ce cos(9 )/r^' r (radial acceleration) C3ll r

_> *

(5) \^ = <9r^ (tangential velocity) Cstandard form of definition]
(6) a = C^r rjS = C(l</r^) d^Ce sin6') t^ r] O , whi le from (I) C5]

= k/r-^^0 = -2kr/t^ = -2k'^Ce sinO/ r^, leaving
y\ “A

(7) Ck^ Ce sin(9/r^ + (-2k^Ce sin (9/r^)r]^ = -k^Ce sin(9/r^ (9 C6,1 ]

(8) "a = (a^+^) = (l/r^) (k^Ce) (cos(? r - sin(9(^) C4,7]

(9) la I = >1 (a^ ) ^ + “ (k^Ce)/r^; i .e., a flC FoC l/r^ .

Q.E.D.
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